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1. INTRODUCTION

STAVOBLOCK modular building system is designed for creation of retaining and/or partition walls with use of STAVOB-
LOCK concrete forming elements together with STAVOBLOCK anchoring elements. 

AESTHETIC APPEARANCE
The retaining walls made from the STAVOBLOCK system are very aesthetic and practical. During the implementation 
design it is possible to select from four types of face blocks or their combinations in split or smooth finish in several 
colour variants.

UNIVERSAL USE
The STAVOBLOCK retaining wall constructional system adopts to any ground-plan shape. The walls may be flat, wai-
ved, concave, convex or inner- /outer angled. The STAVOBLOCK system elements enable building of auxiliary structu-
res, such as staircases, platforms, ledges, height stepping in variable terrain slope etc. The walls and panels from the 
STAVOBLOCK system may be designed as modular walls (from separate elements) or reinforced walls (soil behind 
the wall is reinforced with join rods). The modular supporting walls are suitable to height 1.2 m without increased 
pressure to the soil behind the wall (road, pavement, playground etc.). The reinforced walls should be purposefully 
designed in low-quality soils, at increased dynamic load and with the wall heights above 1.2 m.

REALISATION
The STAVOBLOCK system elements are intended particularly for mortar-free constructions. Dry-assembled structures 
enable relative displacement between individual shape elements caused by uneven settling, different loading and 
other effects. Dry joints prevent ugly cracks in support and contacting joints, where the water may be pressed in front 
of the wall and this decreases hydrostatic pressure behind the wall. The STAVOBLOCK system elements may be also 
integrated into the construction by penetration with concrete or mortar. This method is used particularly in con-
struction of fence pillars in partition walls to increase their static load capacity.

ASSEMBLY
Assembly of the STAVOBLOCK retaining walls is simple. It represents only few simple repeated actions, which do not 
require qualified or professionally trained workers. Optimum productivity is achieved after relatively short praxis, 
generally after several constructions. Upon request, the manufacturer can provide professional training for fee.

DURABILITY
The STAVOBLOCK shape elements are made by vibrocompacting of high-strength concrete mixture with low water-
-cement ratio. If the retaining or partition wall from the STAVOBLOCK system is positioned in typical environment, 
then its quality will not deteriorate for expected lifetime, i.e. ca 100 years.

MAINTENANCE
The Stavoblock shape elements need not be fitted with any finishing coat. The shape elements may be cleaned with 
pressure water as needed. When the shape elements are contaminated with cement bloom, remove it by cleaning 
agent for cement products Betonclener produced by Stachema Kolín, www.stachema.cz, in compliance with the ma-
nufacturer‘s instruction manual. The concrete products may be fitted with protecting coating Terratex produced by 
Xintex Czech, www.xintex-group.com, in compliance with the manufacturer‘s instruction manual. This coating provi-
des protection against weather and/or chemical effects, increases lifetime of the treated surfaces, prevents depositi-
on of algae, must and moss on the treated surface.
   
PRICE
Investment costs related to acquisition of the STAVOBLOCK system retaining wall are comparable with other systems 
and are substantially lower than acquisition costs of monolithic concrete wall. The price depends on type of used 
shape elements, face surface finish, colour, as well as transport. 



2. OVERVIEW OF ELEMENTS

The STAVOBLOCK modular building system includes particularly concrete elements, which can make retaining and/or 
partition walls, incl. their combination, of various surface finish and colour variants. In the
STAVOBLOCK system the walls and panels may be modified in many ways to significantly increase the aesthetic de-
sign. The system includes also anchoring elements ensuring stability of the retaining walls.

2.1. CONCRETE ELEMENTS
The STAVOBLOCK modular system consists from ten concrete elements. These may be subdivided into two basic 
groups, i.e. the forming elements providing the „face“ of the construction, and anchoring elements ensuring stabi-
lity of the construction. Individual groups of the elements can be used for building of separate retaining or partition 
walls, or they can be combined together and thus create various face variants of both retaining and partition walls. 
All elements of these four groups are produced in three basic colours and in split, smooth or grinded surface finishes.

2.1.1 FORMING ELEMENTS
The forming elements are produced in four different modules. The construction itself may be made either from single 
module, or from combination of all four modules. The largest element is STAVOBLOCK JUMBO, the STAVOBLOCK FLAT 
element features half height, the STAVOBLOCK STANDARD element features half width and the STAVOBLOCK PONY 
element features other half height. Whole set of the elements is supplemented with cover panels, which are also 
used for construction of staircases, and with angled block for 90° angle. These group of elements thus provides appe-
arance of the retaining or partition wall itself.

STAVOBLOCK JUMBO
The JUMBO element is largest element of whole group. Its back part is fitted with 
three vertical dovetail grooves for positioning of anchoring elements and it can be 
used for construction of retaining and partition walls separately, or in combination 
with the other forming elements. It is particularly intended to construction of fence 
pillars. Its face size is 400 x 200 mm, depth 100 mm and weight 13.5 kg.

STAVOBLOCK FLAT
Back part of the FLAT element is fitted with three vertical dovetail grooves for posi-
tioning of anchoring elements and it can be used for construction of retaining and 
partition walls separately, or in combination with the other forming elements. It is 
particularly intended to construction of staircase steps and fence pillars. Its face size 
is 400 x 100 mm, depth 100 mm and weight 7 kg.

STAVOBLOCK STANDARD
Back part of the STANDARD element is fitted with single vertical dovetail groove for 
positioning of anchoring elements and it can be used for construction of retaining 
and partition walls separately, or in combination with the other forming elements. 
Its face size is 200 x 200 mm, depth 100 mm and weight 6.5 kg.

STAVOBLOCK PONY
Back part of the PONY element is fitted with single vertical dovetail groove for posi-
tioning of anchoring elements and it can be used for construction of retaining and 
partition walls separately, or in combination with the other forming elements. Its 
face size is 200 x 100 mm, depth 100 mm and weight 3.4 kg.



ANGLED ELEMENT
Back part of the angled element features single vertical dovetail groove for posi-
tioning of anchoring elements and cavity for eventual pouring with concrete. This 
is universal element for construction of both retaining, and partition walls. Its face 
size is 400 x 200 x 200 mm, depth 100 mm and weight 20 kg. The angular element 
is produced in left-hand and right-hand variant.

The right-hand angled element viewed to larger face surface of the block (size 400 x 
200 mm) features the smaller face area at the right side (size 200 x 200 mm) see fig. 
a).
The left-hand angled element viewed to larger face surface of the block (size 400 x 
200 mm) features the smaller face area at the left side (size 200 x 200 mm) see fig. 
b).

CONTINUOUS COVERING PANEL for stairs and retaining walls
Element for ending retaining walls and staircases.
Size in smooth surface: 360x200x75 mm, weight 8,64 kg.
Installed to freeze-resistant glue.

2.1.2 ANCHORING ELEMENTS
The anchoring elements are used for construction of all types of the retaining and partition walls, incl. auxiliary 
structures, such as staircases, garden benches, barbecue grills or garden kitchens. In construction of retaining wall, 
the main function of these elements is supporting of tensile loads occurring in the retaining wall ground body. Within 
the partition wall structure, they are mainly indented to connection function for left-hand ad right-hand face sides, as 
well as to stabilization function.

DOUBLE JOIN ROD 
The double join rod, which is mainly used for building of retaining walls, however 
it may be used also for construction of partition walls with structure width above 
200 mm. This element is fitted with two dovetail keys at the leg base and with two 
dovetail grooves at the head. In addition, such structure enables simple chaining of 
the elements and connection with the anchoring elements by means of long and/or 
short coupler. 
The element ground-plan size is 392 x 247 mm and height 200 /100 mm. 
The element weight is 15.5 /7,5 kg.

CORNER COUPLER
The CORNER coupler is element used mainly for construction of retaining walls 
but also of partition walls with weight than 200 mm. This element has shape like 
rounded type „Y“ and is fitted with dovetail key at the leg base and one dovetail 
groove at the head. In addition, such structure enables simple chaining of the ele-
ments and connection with the anchoring elements by means of long and/or short 
coupler. The element ground-plan size is 146 x 110 mm and height 200 mm. The 
element weight is 3.1 kg.

T-COUPLER 
The T-coupler is used in the construction of simple retaining walls up to a height of 
800 mm. This „T“ rounded element has a dovetail tongue on the heel of the foot 
and a dovetail groove on the head. The coupling connects the visual elements. 
Pony, Flat, Standard.
Element size 140 x 125 MM, height 150 MM, Weight 3 kg.

CORNER PEG  
Element designed for cornering the corner. It is inserted into the cavity of the doc-
king cube. Element size 40x40 MM, height 150 mm.
Weight 1.4 kg
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Fig. 3.2.1a Basic positioning of JUMBO blocks
Basic consumption per 1 m² from modular block: 12.5 pcs. of face ele-
ments JUMBO; 25 pcs. of join rods.
Basic consumption per 1 running meter, height 200 mm, from modular 
block: 2.5 pcs. of face elements JUMBO; 5 pcs. of join rods.

Fig. 3.2.1b Basic positioning of FLAT blocks
Basic consumption per 1 m² from modular block: 25 pcs. of face elements 
FLAT; 25 pcs. of join rods.
Basic consumption per 1 running meter, height 200 mm, from modular 
block: 5 pcs. of face elements FLAT; 5 pcs. of join rods.

3. RETAINING WALL STRUCTURES

3.1. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RETAINING WALL AND ESCARP
The difference between retaining wall and escarp can be defined only with difficulties. Retaining wall usually means 
a structure, whose slope exceeds 70° from vertical plane. If the structure slope does not exceed 70° from the vertical 
plane, then the structure is considered for an escarp. It is recommended to solve these escarps b means of Tri - Lock 
system. Such described difference is important for design of the structure and choice of the calculation method. 
Retaining walls are designed by method similar to the gravitation wall design method, whereas in escarps we assess 
stability of the escarp on pre-defined area. Fig. 3.1. shows difference between retaining wall and escarp.

Fig. 3.1. Difference between supporting wall and escarp

3.2. HORIZONTALLY FLAT RETAINING WALLS

3.2.1 Flat retaining walls from separated JUMBO, FLAT, STANDARD and PONY elements 
The JUMBO, FLAT, STANDARD and PONY concrete elements are intended for construction of reinforced retaining 
walls. The wall reinforcement is realised by means of the anchoring elements, i.e. by join rod or by combination of 
join rods and long coupler.
The concrete forming elements are laid in individual layers above each other by dry method, without any mortar 
and/or glue, and the connecting element, i.e. join rod, is inserted into the dovetail grooves in back part of the back-
-to-back positioned elements, by means of lock positioned at the back of the join rod downward.

90° 

SLOPE



Fig. 3.2.1c Basic positioning of STANDARD blocks
Basic consumption per 1 m² from modular block: 25 pcs. of face elements 
STANDARD; 25 pcs. of join rods.
Basic consumption per 1 running meter, height 200 mm, from modular 
block: 5 pcs. of face elements STANDARD; 5 pcs. of join rods.

Fig. 3.2.1d Basic positioning of PONY blocks
Basic consumption per 1 m² from modular block: 50 pcs. of face elements 
PONY; 12,5 pcs. of join rods/ 66 pcs. T-couplers. 
Basic consumption per 1 running meter, height 200 mm, from modu-
lar block: 10 pcs. of face elements PONY; 2,5 pcs. of join rods/ 10 pcs. 
T-couplers.
Fig. 3.2.1d
Fig. 3.2.1e  - retaining wall connected by T-couplings

Note: the solution of the retaining wall only with the Pony element co-
nnected by a double rod is not suitable due to the static assessment. The 
PONY element is used in the construction of a retaining wall, in combina-
tion with other elements, or connected by a T-connector for low retaining 
walls up to 800 mm.

 

 Note: If we make retaining wall from STANDART elements on bond, it is necessary to use JUMBO (truncated as nee-
ded) for finishing row. For thorough bond od retaining walls are blocks interlocked by drawbars, which are from 1/3 
inserted to lower block and from 2/3 entered to upper block. Fig. 3.2.1e
When the retaining wall will be higher than 1.2 m, or when higher pressure load is expected above the upper level 
of lower retaining wall (road, parking lot, playground etc.), whole retaining wall body must be stabilized by means of 
reinforcement composed from join rods, which shall penetrate the retaining wall body. Generally, such join rod chain 
with view to create area tensile grid is designed each 600 – 800 mm of height up to escarp depth min. 1500 mm. This 
proposal is only informative and we recommend to elaborate the static assessment for construction of such retaining 
wall; it can be purchased from the manufacturer. Fig. 3.2.1.f

Fig. 3.2.1e Interlocked block by join rod            Fig. 3.2.1f Reinforcement of retaining wall by join rods  



Fig.3.3.1      Fig.3.3.2     

3.2.3 Revegetation of flat retaining walls
To vitalize the view to the concrete wall or when required by architectonic design or other circumstances, the retai-
ning walls made from the JUMBO, FLAT, STANDARD and PONY blocks or their combinations can be simply revege-
tated by planting of climbing or projecting plants, i.e. by simple moving the block row (whole module at multi-row 
modules) at required height by max. 250 mm towards the escarp. There occurs a cavity made from the forming block 
and join rod, which may be filled with soil and plant the vegetation into this space.

3.3 HORIZONTALLY CURVED RETAINING WALLS
Also curved and arcuated walls may be simply created from the STAVOBLOCK system elements. Walls are in straight.
The STAVOBLOCK system elements can create also curves, which do not feature round circle in the ground-plan, but 
feature general curving. Always take into account that the adjacent elements at the highest layer in outer wall and at 
lowest layer at the inner wall can be mutually swivelled.
In horizontally flat or curved walls it shall be considered that the butt joints do not run vertically above each other, 
but they are always moved in each layer.

3.3.1 Outer curves 
Minimum radius is at highest layer. This radius shall not be lower than minimum allowed radius of the all, which is 
ca 0.8 m. During realisation of the outer curve the butt joint of the face blocks opens and the join rod on back part is 
shortened to required length. The join rod may be modified by cutting the anchoring hooks as needed. This modifica-
tion does not impair the static of retaining walls. If we do not want an open butt joint of the blocks, then we must cut 
the individual forming blocks by means of diamond wheel by required angle. Fig. 3.3.1

3.3.2 Inner curves
Minimum wall radius is at lowest layer. This radius should not decrease 0.8 m. With increased wall rows the radius 
increases, always by an offset. Fig. 3.3.2

Fig. 3.2.2a All blocks combination composition

3.2.2 All blocks combination composition 
The three-row model features constructional height of single-layer module 600 mm.
Consumption per 1 m²: JUMBO 6 pcs.; FLAT 6 pcs.; STANDARD 6 pcs.; PONY 4 pcs. + anchoring elements.

R    = cca 1,1 Mmin



Fig. 3.3.3a Closed staircase between retaining walls
Ground-plan        Section     

3.3.3 Staircases
The STAVOBLOCK system elements may be used for construction of external flat, curved convex, curved concave inte-
gral or separate staircases. The staircase step can be solved by the JUMBO element with join rod and read made from 
the reverse covering plate. The tread height is 200 mm and tread width depends on selected type of covering plate. 
The staircase can be designed as closed or opened.

Consumption per 1 running meter staircase: JUMBO 2,5 pcs.; Join rod 4 pcs.; Continuous covering panel 5 pcs.

Fig. 3.3.3b Opened staircase (join rods modified as needed)
Ground-plan        Section     

Fig. 3.3.3b Combination (from one side opened, from the other side closed)
Ground-plan        Section     



4. DESIGNING OF RETAINING WALLS FROM STAVOBLOCK SYSTEM

Successful realisation of the partition / retaining wall from the STAVOBLOCK system starts with a design. A design pro-
ject and geological survey should be elaborated before realisation of each construction in scope in compliance with 
the size and complexity of the construction.

4.1 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Before launching corresponding to size and complexity of the construction. It is not recommended to realise the pro-
ject or construction without geological survey. For simpler constructions it may be sufficient to perform simplified
geological survey, which may be realised by means of trial holes. A geologist must be present at performing of the 
trial holes, who will macroscopically (i.e. o site without a laboratory) assess and sort the soils. For more complex con-
structions it is necessary to perform detailed geological survey covering probing by means of dug or drilled trial holes 
and also laboratory analysis of the soils – particularly analysis of the grain composition, determination of the soil 
inner friction angle, cohesion, volumetric weight etc. The analysis should be performed for base soil (soil supporting 
the wall), for soil, which will apply the pressure to the wall back face and reinforcing elements. When the soils are 
the same, then single analysis is sufficient. In any case before probing it is recommended to inspect the archive trial 
holes, when available for particular locality. In any case the geological survey should cover verification of the ground 
water level. Increased ground water level sometimes requires increased demands to the wall drainage structure, 
which can be performed below the wall (blanket drainage) or behind the wall (stack drainage) depending on specific 
conditions. Function of the drainage structure is keeping of the retaining wall in dry condition.

4.2 PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF RETAINING WALL
The preliminary design shall cover decision on the type of the wall suitable for the construction. The STAVOBLOCK 
system retaining walls can be divided to two main groups: modular and reinforced.
The modular walls are made from the STAVOBLOCK shape elements. Wall inner space is filled with backfill material. 
The modular walls do not feature so strict requirements to horizontal space, as the reinforced walls. They are suitable 
in situations, when space for the wall is limited and the access of machine tools is limited. The modular walls should 
be designed in higher-quality soils, where the incised modular wall is economically advantageous than the reinforced 
wall.
The reinforced walls - soil behind the wall is reinforced with chained join rods or geogrid. Walls reinforced with join
rods feature minimum requirements to amount of material and work compared to walls reinforced with the geogrid. 
For the wall structure (space for backfill of join rods or geogrid) it is possible to use the lower-quality soil, which is 
usually cheaper or available directly on site. These walls may be designed for higher heights as compared to the mo-
dular walls. The reinforced filling wall is economically advantageous as compared to the incised wall.
Note.: Both groups may be combined within structure of single retaining wall and thus the local conditions may be 
covered as much as possible.

Fig. 4.2a Cross-section through modular wall
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Fig. 4.2b Cross-section through wall reinforced                  Fig. 4.2c Cross-section through wall reinforced with Geogrid

Fig. 4.2d Example of incised wall:                   Fig. 4.2e Example of filling wall

Table 4.2e Preliminary design of retaining wall type:
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Fig. 4.2f Determination of incised ratio

Note:
Incised wall – wall requiring large amount of dugout, Filling wall – wall with minimum dugout
ZP = (VZ/H) * 100% , where: ZP = incised ratio, VZ = incise height, H = wall height (see fig. 4.2.f)

Preliminary design of the retaining wall dimensions may be based on design tables given in the Annex A. These tables 
can be used for design and construction of walls in simple cases, where the design tables comply with local condi-
tions. However in any case at least basic geological survey and wall drawing documentation must be performed, at 
least in simplified form.

4.3 DETAILED DESIGN OF RETAINING WALL 
Detailed design of the wall is performed after preliminary design of the wall in situation, when the design tables can-
not be used. Detailed design of the wall represents: 

Static calculation
Static calculation of the wall shall be performed acc. to applicable standards and on basis of characteristics of soil 
determined by the geological survey.

Technical report
The technical report shall specify particularly required granular composition of backfill material and drainage backfill, 
and also ground materials, which may be used as riprap. The report should specify technological procedure for com-
pacting of individual layers and materials and compacting mechanisms. In addition, there should be technical descrip-
tion of the drainage, material, strength, profile, perforation, method for protection of drain against clogging with fine 
particles etc. For face elements, the report should specify required colour and surface finish.

Construction ground-plan layout drawing
The drawing should contain situation layout sketch of the retaining drawing. The situation sketch in scale 1:100, 
1:200, 1:250, 1:500 seems to be most suitable. The drawing should cover adjacent structures, parking lots, water 
courses, abuttal, ground lot numbers, fences, actual and proposed utility lines, contour lines, cardinal point orientati-
on. The retaining wall should be drawn in top view. Visible wall head and wall footing face edge. The visible edges are 
drawn by thin continuous line. The dash line marks edges between the wall and adjacent soil at point, where the wall 
is widest. The top view should also indicate the drainage trench, which is located just behind the wall head. Distances 
between the retaining wall and important points must be dimensioned. At reinforced support lines, it is necessary to 
draw the tensile grid in top view by set of perpendicular thick lines. The drawing shall mark the drainage, its ground-
-plan location, slope, profile, material and its outlet. The drawing should contain design of rain water removal during 
construction period.

Views to construction
The drawings of views to the retaining wall should contain views to the face wall, resp. to all faces in angled or curved 
walls. The views should contain most important height quotes, such as quote of bed joint of the gravel bed, 
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quote of wall bed joint, treated terrain and wall head. At walls with variable height level of the base joint of the 
gravel bed or wall, or with variable wall head height level, it is necessary to dimension all the height levels and also 
to dimension the ground-plan of the wall range with the same height quote. Edges visible in the view, such as height 
offset or the wall head, are drawn by the thin continuous line. Edges, which are not visible, are covered by soil, such 
as bed joint of the gravel bed or wall, are drawn by the thin dash line. Treated terrain is drawn by very thick continuo-
us line.
The wall view should contain cross-section through joints. For sake of clarity, it is suitable to draw all bed joints, and 
it is sufficient to indicate the but joints only at important points, such as the wall starts and ends, all angles, height 
offsets etc. It is not necessary to draw all but joints on monotonous run wall. The bed and but joints are drawn by 
thin continuous line.
View of the modular walls should indicate number of wall anchoring at individual points. The reinforcing join rods 
shall be drawn at reinforced walls. They shall be drawn by thick dash line. Te drawing shall mark the join rod reinfor-
cing depth. The drawings of views shall cover also drainage. It shall be drawn in compliance with ČSN 01 3422 - 1986 
Drawings of building constructions – drawing of groundwork. The drainage is marked by symbol made by thick line in 
the pipe axis. The mark symbol must contain relevant description related to the pipe slope, material, profile, perfora-
tion, etc. Also outlets of the drainage above the terrain should be drawn at the wall start and end but also the interim 
outlets as necessary.

Characteristic cross-section
Characteristic cross-sections of the wall are integral part of the project documentation. The cross-section plane shou-
ld be drawn in the wall ground-plan, as well as in the views. The cross-sections describe the walls mainly in the cross 
direction, i.e. they give information on its width at individual height levels. At modular walls it is number of anchoring 
in individual masonry layers, at reinforced walls it is height position of join rods and mainly length of anchorage of 
the join rods in individual layers. Anchoring length of the join rod shall be specified. In addition, the cross-sections 
should specify thickness and shape of the gravel bed, position of the drain pipe, level and slope of the terrain before 
and behind the wall, expected shape of the dugout, drain trench behind the wall head etc.

Details
For some part of the wall the detail drawings are made in more detailed scale. It may be e.g. detail of join rod fixing 
to the shape elements, detail of drain trench, details of wall corners or curves, staircases etc. The details often cover 
structures which are embedded to the retaining wall, such as pillars for handrails, fences etc.

4.4 CONSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING
Before launching with the construction, the building company should perform the constructional planning, which 
should in detail cover following items:

Drainage
The building company should elaborate site plan for protection against flooding and clogging of the wall by fine 
particles in case of storm rainfall. The storm rainfall should be removed by suitable system of ditches and barriers 
outside the main dugout into temporary well or other dewatering system. Such temporary drainage system should 
be operable for whole construction period. In addition, the building company should by suitable measures, such as 
barrier, ditch, temporary sedimentation well etc. ensure that during construction the adjacent communications are 
not contaminated by the mud from construction in rain.

Backfills
Before launching of the construction suitable sources for backfill material must be determined. Arable soil and other 
organic soils cannot be used and must be removed. Various types of soils can be used for different types of backfills:
a) Backfill material - material, by which the STAVOBLOCK shape elements are backfilled. Only sorted and washed 
aggregate, which complies to the grain composition requirements, is used. 
b) Drainage backfill - is sorted and washed aggregate, which fulfil the filtering conditions. The drainage materials is 
used at points with requirements to quick removal of water. Usually the same material as for backfill material is used. 
The drainage material is often protected by geo-textile filter against clogging by fine particles.
c) Reinforced soil - is soil between individual layers of drawbars. Any inorganic soil with low plasticity available on site 
or in its close proximity can be used to this purpose. Soils of type Pt, OH, OL, CH, MH - identification see Table 4.4a 
are unsuitable due to required compacting. Soils with coarser grain composition feature better drainage capacity, are



more compactible and accelerate the construction.
d) Riprap - is material for filling of space between wall back face and dugout. Any inorganic soil available on site or in 
its close proximity is suitable. Soils of type Pt, OH,OL are not suitable.
e) Clay seal - is used at thickness 200 mm above reinforced soil and riprap. Soils with high organic content and high 
plasticity are suitable. e.g. the soil of type MH, CH, OH. The clay seal should prevent penetration of the water to spa-
ce behind the wall and into the wall. The clay seal should be covered by arable soil at thickness 100 mm, e.g. by soil 
of type Pt, OL, which enables growth of suitable vegetation. The clay seal may be omitted in situations, where there 
is a pavement, parking lot or other structure above the reinforced soil and riprap. 

Guidance for selection of suitable types of soils and compacting methods is given in Table 4.4a. The table applies for 
following soils:

Soil 1 - sand and gravel: It is soil with gravel grain of size 2 mm to 60 mm and with sand grain of size 0.06 mm to 2 
mm.
Soil 2 - sand ad gravel with additive of fine-grain soils: Majority of grains in the soil is visible by naked eye, the soil is 
coarse in touch. The soil features significant ratio of fine-grained fraction, which exceeds 12%.    
Soil 3 - fine sand and loam sand: The soil consists mainly from fine particles, which are visible by naked eye. The soil 
is coarser in touch. The fine-grained particles are in soil mixed to the sand. In effort to create roll the soil is easily 
crumbl
Soil 4 - loam and clay with low plasticity: It is mainly fine soil, which is easily broken in effort to create the roll. The 
clay is slick in touch, silts (dust grains) are dull at the cut sample.
Soil 5 - high plastic loam and clay: Fine soil, from which the roll can be made relatively easily. The clay is slick or gre-
asy in touch, silts (dust grains) are dull at the cut sample.
Soil 6 - peat and organic soil: Generally they are fibrous soils with visible rotting and decaying residues of the plants. 
They feature dark grey or black colour. Sometimes they smell and are stick in in touch.

Table 4.4a Guidance for selection of suitable types of soils and compacting methods



Equipments
Various equipments and work tools are needed for construction of the wall:
a)  Manual work tools: spade, pick, broom, manual ram, strike hammer, rubber hammer, waling hammer,   
 short and long tape, 30 cm short spirit level, 1.2 m long spirit level, angle-meter, cord, caulking gun, finishing  
 textile towel, multipurpose knife
b)  Tools and equipments for handling with material: barrow, wheel or band multipurpose loader with deep or  
 height blade for excavation of soil, loader for transport and distribution of various types of backfills (backfill  
 material, material for reinforced soil, riprap, clay seal), fork loader for lifting and handling with pallets.
c)  Compacting equipment: Selection of compacting equipment depends on the compacting method (see tab 
 le 4.4a) and on distance of the STAVOBLOCK shape elements from the compacting place. Vibration ram is  
 used for compacting of the backfill material and drainage backfill. Within distance to 1000 mm from the wall  
 back face, the vibration plate for vibration or manual porcupine or sheep foot roller for pugging are most  
 often used tools. From distance 1000 mm from the STAVOBLOCK shape element face it is possible to use   
 motor-driven compacting rollers in relation to the type of soil, size of construction and possible access.
d)  Others: Tools, which can increase the productiveness and quality at certain constructions, such as: theodolite  
 and surveyor level, diamond wheel saw for concrete, hydraulic slitter, tarpaulin or other protection against  
 weather effects. In hard soils or in rocks with worse workability machines for soil excavation, such as rippers,  
 will be needed.

Occupational safety
Workers performing the construction should have available suitable protection aids, such as shoes with steel toe, 
gloves, working helmet and eye protection. The workers should be instructed on operation of the equipments and 
methods of splitting and/or cutting of the concrete.

4.5 CALCULATION OF CONSUMPTION OF BACKFILL MATERIAL
Simple calculation program, which is available to the manufacturer, may be used for basic calculation of the STAVO-
BLOCK shape elements. Generally the amount of shape elements is calculated from the ground-plan and cross-secti-
ons. The same way determines amount of aggregate for the gravel bed and for drainages, amount of drawbacks for 
reinforced soil, non-woven geo-textiles for protection of drainage against clogging with fine particles and clay seal. 
Amount of backfill material is calculated on basis of below specified unit areas of the modular walls. Total amount of 
backfill material is calculated by multiplication of the unit backfill areas by length of wall, height of wall, resp. number 
of anchoring at the multi-anchored walls.

Determination of unit areas of the filling material for modular walls:
1.  Modular width of the shape element is 200 mm (STANDARD, PONY), i.e. 1 running meter of the wall requires  
 5 pcs. of the shape elements.
2.  Modular width of the shape element is 400 mm (JUMBO, FLAT), i.e. 1 running meter of the wall requires 2.5  
 pcs. of the shape elements.
Unit area of filling material is determined acc. to point 1.

Area of inner space of the face module (face element + long join rod + face element):
- Space inside the element 5 * (0.182 * 0.164) = 0.15 m²/running meter
Unit filling area - face elements A1 = 0.15 m²/running meter

Area of anchoring inner area (anchoring by adding of next row of join rods or long coupler), where „X“ means num-
ber of join rods in series:
- Space between anchoring join rods 5 * (0.182 * 0.164) = 0.15*x m²/ running meter
Unit backfill area - anchoring A2 = 0.15*X m²/ running meter

Example 1)  Retaining wall long „D“ 10 m and high „H“ 1.2 m, slope of terrain above wall 1:12, 
  Calculation of backfill: A 1 * D * H = 0.15 * 10 * 1.2 = 1.8 mᵌ

Example 2)  Retaining wall long „D“ 10 m and high „H“ 1.6 m, slope of terrain above wall 1:12:
  Designed modular retaining wall:
  Calculation of backfill: (A 1 * D * H) + (A2 * X *D * H) = (0.15 * 10 * 1.6) + (0.15 * 5 * 10 * 1.6) =
  2.4 + 12 = 14.4 mᵌ



Fig. 4.5a Definition of backfill areas for determination of backfill material amount

5. DESIGN OF STAVOBLOCK RETAINING WALL SYSTEM

Retaining walls from the STAVOBLOCK system consists from mutually replaceable parts, which may be used in various 
combinations and thus different cases of retaining walls may be solved. The designer should make acquainted with 
this simple system to be able to use its universal features.

5.1 SYSTEM CONCRETE ELEMENT
STAVOBLOCK system concrete elements are made by vibrocompacting technology. This technology presumes use of 
very low water-cement ratio. The production technology, consistency of concrete mixture and use of high-strength 
cements enable shaping of special system of vertical keys and grooves, which mutually interlock. This joint is also 
simply called dovetail lock. The dovetail lock connects individual elements of the system, enables mutual replaceabili-
ty and ensures fixed joint between individual elements of the system, which are specified in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.

5.2 STAVOBLOCK SYSTEM ANCHORING PRINCIPE
To create required weight of the gravitation retaining wall the system individual elements are mutually connected to 
various anchoring assemblies. The connection is realised by the key and groove joint of dovetail lock, which is formed 
in each element. This connection is realised quickly and simply, it does not require any tools or mortar / glue. There 
are three basic groups of the anchoring layout:

5.2.1 Single anchoring
This arrangement consists from basic block (face element with join rod) and one join rod. Total width of the arrange-
ment is 527 mm.Fig. 5.2.1

5.2.2 Multiply anchoring
This arrangement consists from basic block (face element with join rod) and from multiply anchoring join rods.
Fig. 5.2.2

Fig. 5.2.1 Single anchoring, width 527 mm       Fig.5.2.2a Two anchoring, width 727 mm
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Fig.5.2.2bThree anchoring, width 927 mm               Four anchoring, width 1127 mm 
( - each new anchoring + 200mm)

5.3 ASSEMBY AND BACKFILL OF STAVOBLOCK WALLS
Construction of walls from the STAVOBLOCK system is realised mainly by dry assembly method, the construction is 
simpler and quicker to construction of traditional mortar walls. Assembly of walls is simple and may be performed by 
non-qualified workers under supervision of experienced and trained foreman.

5.3.1 Wall bond
The shape elements from the STAVOBLOCK JUMBO, STANDARD and FLAT system are erected to the facing bond in 
each row, i.e. upper shape element is offset by its half to the shape element below, as shown on fig. 3.2.1a, 3.2.1b 
and 3.2.1c. The shape element from the STAVOBLOCK PONY system is erected to the facing bond in each other row 
in case of separate use for construction of retaining wall, as shown on fig. 3.2.1d. The butt joints between adjacent 
shape elements need not to be necessarily aligned vertically, but they can deviate, and two vertical joints above 
themselves are not considered for an error.

Following instructions are recommended for erection of the retaining wall to prevent the occurrence of major inaccu-
racies during erection:
 • In walls with foundation base at different levels, start the erection at lowest point
 • Select face elements alternatively from various pallets to uniformly mix eventual slight deviations in colours  
    within face area of the wall
 • Adjacent blocks in the same layer are positioned mutually closely
 • In flat wall, start the erection in the centre and proceed towards both ends  
 • In curved wall, start the erection in the centre of the curve and proceed towards the ends
 • In wall with multiply curves start the erection at the cure centre with the lowest radius
 • In walls, which are curved and angled simultaneously, start the erection in corners, which feature angle 90°  
    or angle closes to the right angle
 • In curved or angled walls omit only the anchoring join rods as necessary
 • In setting of other row start at the same points, as in the previous row
 • Before start the backfill inspect the layer level both along the wall length, and the wall width
 • Never backfill or compact the wall for more than two layers of the masonry, as the layer above 400 mm  
    cannot be properly compacted.

5.3.2 Wall backfilling 
Each masonry layer should be backfilled by filling material. The material is compacted, excessive material is removed, 
the shape elements are wiped and only then it is possible to start the erection of next layer. Compacting of the rein-
forced soil or soil behind the wall is realised also in individual layers.
 • The backfill is performed ca 40 mm above the shape element upper face and also behind the shape ele- 
     ments, as shown in fig. 5.3.2a. Before compacting of the backfill material it is necessary to perform backfill  
     by dugout soil in the space between the wall back face and dugout (so-called riprap), or reinforced soil is  
     settled.
 • The backfill is compacted in such manner that whole wall base area is two times run vibration plate, 



    however not closer than 400 mm to the wall face. Here the compacting s performed by hand rammer.
 • After compacting of the reinforced soil or soil behind the wall (so-called riprap) the base area shall be pro- 
    perly cleaned by the spade and broom to enable positioning of the next shape element layer directly on the  
    shape elements of the lower layer.
IMPORTANT NOTE: It is necessary to compact the terrain behind the retaining wall in parallel with the so-called 
layered construction. The height of the layer is 400 mm. Compaction is not performed on the retaining wall 
elements (double rod, T-coupling, visible elements). 

Fig. 5.3.2a Realisation of backfill at walls composed from face element and join rod (basic module)

5.3.2.1 Backfill material 
Sorted ad washed aggregate is used as the backfill material. Requirements to the grain composition of the aggregate 
may be determined from the grain size curve shown in fig. 5.3.2.1a. Cross-hatched area represents area of aggregate 
(gravel) grain composition suitable as the backfill material.
 

Fig. 5.3.2.1a Grain size curve of suitable backfill material
Note: The backfill material can be used also into foundation gravel bed.

5.3.3 Wall inclination
The STAVOBLOCK system enables realisation of walls with various slope. Basic slope is determined by the back lock 
and is 7°. Wall of higher slope may be achieved by moving the whole element back or by tilted settling of the wall. 
Assembly of horizontal wall is simpler than assembly of wall with tilted settling. Realisation of the gravel bed is sim-
pler and quicker. Horizontal settling prevents difficulties, which may occur with tilted settling in corners, curves ad 
staircases. Tilted settling of the wall may achieve higher wall inclination angle and higher stability against tripping.
The settling slope should not exceed 12° (i.e. ratio ca 1:5). The tilted settled walls are designed for flat long sections. 
It is less suitable for curved or angled walls.
Combination of tilted settling and offset of shape elements can achieve may variants of wall slopes. However such 
combination causes problems in corners, curves and staircases.
In addition to the slopes specified above and with special requirements to the wall face side it is possible consider 
also offset of face shape elements by part of the face element, resp. by whole face element. Upper face of the retrea-
ting wall may be then covered by covering elements, resp. revegetated.
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Fig. 5.4.1a Example of adaptation of modular wall to 
local obstacle

5.4 ADAPTABILITY OF STAVOBLOCK SYSTEM TO LOCALCONDITIONS 
Within single structure it is possible to combine both reinforced, and modular wall. This combination potential resul-
ts in higher adaptability of the wall to local conditions. Some examples are described in the paragraphs below.

5.4.1 Obstacles
In situations, when the reinforced wall structure intervenes with some external obstacles, such as revision inspection 
wells, large stones, projecting rocks etc., part of the wall can be replace with modular wall without change of the wall 
external appearance. Such obstacles may be easily avoided also in modular walls. Example of such solution is shown 
in fig. 5.4.1a

5.4.2 Underground utility lines
Reinforcement from the join rods may be positioned below or parallel along the utility lines, such as water supply 
and sewerage lines, electric and gas supply lines, lines for cable television etc. In reinforced wall with single ancho-
ring and with join rods it is possible to design the join rods in sufficient distance to enable running of the piping 
between individual layers of the join rods both perpendicularly to the block face, and in parallel with the wall. Exam-
ple of the modular wall structure near the utility lines is shown in fig. 5.4.2a

5.4.3 Vertical penetrations
The upper layers of the STAVOBLOCK shape elements (into holes between the face elements and join rods) in close 
proximity of the wall face accommodate sometimes the pillars for handrails, guard walls, fences, lighting etc.
In these shape elements there are sometimes omitted cavities for revegetation by trees or bushes. The plant roots 
are able to penetrate into the drawbar reinforcement. Example of positioning of the guard wall into the wall is shown 
in fig. 5.4.3a

5.4.4 High loading of surface above wall
With high loading of the surface above the wall, e.g. storage of materials or transport, it is usually necessary to incre-
ase number of anchoring in the wall. Sometimes it may be necessary to use multiply anchoring also in upper parts of 
the wall. It may be suitable for positioning of certain types of the concrete guards, which are to prevent run-out of 
the vehicle from the road.

Fig. 5.4.2a Example of sewerage line: 
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Fig. 5.4.3a Example of guard wall anchoring 

6. RULES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF RETAINING WALL FROM STAVOBLOCK 
SYSTEM

Building of the wall from the STAVOBLOCK system is quick and simple in case the construction standard procedures 
are adhered to. This section describes the basic rules, which should be adhered to during construction of the wall. 
The construction schedule should be elaborated before launching of the construction. If the detailed design project 
specifies other rules, then the design project takes priority.

6.1 WALL POSITION LAYOUT
The retaining wall layout must be positioned acc. to preliminary or detailed design project. In more complex cases 
the position layout shall be made by geodesist, in simpler cases the layout may be made by qualified worker, if the 
company does not have a geodesist available. The position layout shall be made by means of theodolite in relation to 
actual structures, parking lots, buildings etc.

6.2 DUGOUT FOR RETAINING WALL STRUCTURE
Stable and uniform foundation is required for successful realisation and long lifetime of the wall from the STAVOB-
LOCK system. Amount of needed dugout is determined by actual slope of terrain and designed slope of the retaining 
wall. The walls requiring large amount of dugout are called “incised walls”, and walls requiring minimum dugout are 
called “filling walls”. Dugout for retaining wall may be divided to following stages:

6.2.1 Main dugout
Goal of the main dugout is ensuring relatively flat working surface for whole wall width. The dugout shall be made for 
whole length of the wall. If the terrain is sloppy in the longitudinal direction, then a stepped dugout shall be made - 
see fig. 6.4.7 The dugout shall enable comfort construction of the wall and easy access for supply of material. Typical 
dugout is shown in fig. 6.2.1a and should fulfil following conditions:
 • Total volume of the dugout should be minimized. Bottom of the main dugout should be flat as much as  
    possible. The level of the dugout bottom should be ca 150 mm to 200 mm below lower face of future gravel  
    bed. The dugout width should exceed 200 mm before and behind the wall
 • Slope of the dugout back wall depends in type of soil, in which the dugout is performed, and it should be  
    specified in the design project. Maximum slope is 1:2.
 • During realisation of the dugout, special attention shall be paid to prevent undercutting of the foundation  
    of adjacent buildings, roads, parking lots etc. or endangering of their stability. In more complex cases, the  
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    stability of back wall and adjacent structures can be ensured by some of the methods of special building  
    settlement. 
  • Dugout soil should be sorted acc. to type and stored in separate dumps. The soil can be used acc. to the  
     type and need as compacted soil, backfill or clay seal.
 • Before making the dugout the measures against the storm water shall be taken. The dugout should be pro 
    tected against running water by drainage ditches, kennels, dams, resp. dewatering wells. 

6.2.2 Dugout for gravel bed
The dugout for gravel bed, which form base of the wall, is made in narrow dugout, which exceeds ca 200 mm on both 
sides of the wall width at lowest point - see fig. 6.2.2a. Dugout for gravel bed should fulfil following criteria:
 • Upper face of the gravel bed (i.e. bed joint between the ravel bed and shape element) shall be minimum  
    200 mm, resp. min. 150 mm below adjusted terrain.
 • Upper face of the gravel bed should be determined by designer.
 • The gravel bed need not to be necessarily below the non-freezing depth.
 • The dugout bottom for gravel bed should be sloped at min. angle 1:12, i.e. ca 5°, or ca 8% towards the wall  
    back face.
The bottom slope should improve removal of water to drainage pipe.

Fig. 6.2.2a Example of dugout for gravel bed                 
Gravel bed thickness
The gravel bed should guarantee uniform and flat base, onto which the first layer of shape elements is settled (face 
elements and first row of drawbars). Thickness of the gravel bed areas, as the dugout bottom shall follow slope of the 
drainage pipe. Minimum thickness of gravel beds are as follows:
150 mm . . . for reinforced walls, 200 mm . . . for modular walls

Height location of gravel bed
The gravel bed need not to be necessarily below the non-freezing depth. It is expected that gravel bed interrupts the 
capillary ascension of the water from bedrock. In addition it is expected that the water contained in the gravel bed 
main expand after freezing into the space between grains and thus it does not apply the pressure to the structure of 
retaining wall. Exceptions are soils, which tend to freeze and are running and instable after de-freezing. With these 
soils it is necessary to prevent their freezing, i.e. the foundation base must be situated between the gravel bed and 
foundation soil below the non-freezing depth. In this case, the structure of the wall below terrain may form higher 
thickness of the gravel bed and/or minimum thickness of the gravel bed and further the blocks of the retaining wall. 
Height location of the gravel bed also depends on slope of the terrain in front of the wall. Table 6.2.2a gives mini-
mum values of embedding of the gravel bed below terrain. These are „D“ values, whose meaning is obvious from fig. 
6.2.2a. The „D“ value is determined as fraction of „H“ value, which is the wall height - see fig. 4.2f.

Rolling of the dugout bottom:
The dugout bottom for gravel bed shall be compacted by rolling. Before rolling it is necessary to remove the running 
soil from the dugout bottom and replace it with stable soil. The dugout bottom should be rolled to min. 95% of Pro-
ctor standard test.

WALL WIDTH



Table 6.2.2a Approximate determination of „D“ depth below treated terrain in relation to slope of terrain before the 
wall         

6.2.3 Dugout for inclined gravel bed
Inclined wall face is sometimes achieved by tilted gravel bed upper face (i.e. bed joint between gravel bed and base 
shape element). The dugout bottom shall be sloped to improve removal of water to drainage, similarly as in dugout 
for standard gravel bed. All instructions and recommendations are the same as in the standard (flat) gravel bed. 
Design principles for inclined wall are stated in 5.3.3. Tilted gravel bed is not recommended for angled walls, curved 
walls and for walls with staircase. For easier and more accurate achieving of the tilted plane, it is recommended to 
create an auxiliary plane by means of wood pegs and wood horizontal strong-backs. Pegs with horizontal wood-backs 
should be driven after treatment and rolling of the bottom and should not prevent installation of the drain pipe.

6.2.4 Sunk dugout for drain pipe 
The drain pipe may be alternatively located to sunk dugout before or after the STAVOBLOCK wall. Such design may 
increase slope of the drain pipe and thus to improve the water gravitation drainage. Fig. 6.2.4a shows example reali-
sation of the dugout for drain pipe, whose width is minimum 200 mm and height depends on slope of the drain pipe. 
All other instructions and recommendations remain the same as in dugout for standard gravel bed.

Fig. 6.2.3a Example of dugout for tilted gravel bed     Fig. 6.2.4a Example sunk dugout for drain pipe    

6.2.5 Positioning of gravel bed and drain system 
The gravel bed form base for gravitation wall composed from individual shape elements. Its quality principally affects 
quality of whole wall. The gravel bed is also key element in whole drain system of the retaining wall. Following secti-
on describes individual conditions, which shall be met to fully use the function of the gravel bed.
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6.2.6 Positioning of geo-textile filter 
The drainage system should be protected by geo-textile filter against clogging with fine particles. Function of this 
geo-textile filter is penetration of water and catching of the fine particles (loam, clay), which could penetrate from 
adjacent soil into the wall drainage system and thus damage it. Suitable geo-textile filter is non-woven geo-textile of 
weight ca 130 g/m2.
Use of the geo-textile filter is as follows:
At reinforced walls: Non-required, unless blanket or stack drainage is used - see Annex D.
At modular walls: The geo-textile filter should be pulled below the gravel bed min. 300 mm, then it should pass along 
the wall back side. On top, it should be pulled bellow the wall first layer and / or below the covering elements and it 
should be fixed to the wall by plastic pins. Position of the geo-textile filter is shown on fig. 6.2.6a. The geo-textile fil-
ter should be continuous along the wall height. Along the wall length, the geo-textile filter shall be folded. The folding 
is performed by overlap of adjacent geo-textiles min. by 300 mm.

Fig. 6.2.6a Positioning of geo-textile filter

6.2.7 Positioning of main collecting drain pipe
The main collecting drain pipe is to be positioned to lowest point of the gravel bed and ensures drain of water from 
whole drain system of the wall. The drain pipe is usually sloped toward ends of the wall. When the wall is too long 
or when sufficient slope cannot be achieved, it is necessary to make interim outfalls. Position of the main collecting 
pipe, its slope and outfalls should be drafted in the project documentation. Requirements to the drain pipes are as 
follows:

Main collecting drain pipe and outlet pipe should have diameter 100 mm or 150 mm and made from corrugated or 
profiled HDPE or PVC
Main collecting drain pipe - serves to collecting of water, which penetrated through the wall, and to its drainage into 
the outlet pipe. Installation is as follows - slight layer of drainage material is to be housed in required slope to treated 
dugout bottom and then it is to be well compacted. Then main drain pipe is located; a perforated pipe is to be used. 
Outlet pipe - serves to drainage of water from the main collecting drain pipe out of the wall. It is to be located in 
dugout, which is perpendicular to the gravel bed. The outlet pipe is not perforated and dugout outside the gravel bed 
may be backfilled by dugout soil.
Pipe joints - perforated main drain pipe and non-perforated outlet pipe are mostly jointed by the T-shape couplers.

6.2.8 Special drainage systems for reinforced walls
Some reinforced walls require more efficient drainage system, which would ensure increased protection of the wall 
against penetrating water They are horizontal blanket or vertical stack drainages and their principle is described in 
Annex C. These special drainage systems are not used at the modular walls.

6.2.9 Standard gravel bed
Mostly the standard gravel bed is used, as its realisation is quick and simple. By standard bed we mean the bed with
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Fig. 6.2.9a Compacting of gravel bed

flat upper face. Following rules shall be adhered to during positioning of the gravel bed:
 • Positioning of the gravel bed should start from lowest level point
 • Drain material (gravel bed material) is positioned ca by 30 mm above the value specified by the design pro- 
    ject 
 • Compacting of the gravel bed uses vibrating plate - see fig. 6.2.9a. During compacting the plate runs three  
    times over the bed surface
 • Before each run of the vibrating plate it is necessary to level the projecting grain and to backfill the caverns
 • Level adjustment of the bed upper face shall be inspected before setting of other row of the shape ele-  
    ments. Setting depth of the shape elements below the treated terrain shall be correspond to table 4.2.2 or  
    acc. to the design project. 
Alternatively, the gravel bed may be established as follows:
 • Lean plain concrete, resp. other liquid fill, which will gain certain strength
 • Well sorted and worked stones, which forms zero layer of the masonry 
In all cases the drainage of water from the wall to the drain pipe shall be enabled. It for example means that eventual 
concrete layer must not be continuous, but interrupted, to enable drainage of water in points without concrete cover. 
Performing of upper part of the grave bed with concrete layer is suitable particularly at walls in inclined bed - see fig. 
6.2.10a. The concrete layer significantly simplifies establishment of the masonry first layer.

6.2.10 Inclined gravel bed

Construction of inclined modular walls is sometimes performed by inclined - tilted - gravel bed, which enables higher 
inclination of the wall and increases resistance of the wall against sliding - see fig. 6.2.10a. Making of the bed is based 
on the same principles as the standard bed, but with following exceptions:
 • Pegs and strong-backs are used to achieve required slope of the bed upper face
 • Use of alternative material at upper 100 mm of the bed simplifies and accelerates the construction
 • It is purposeful to make the dugout and bed slightly wider due to positioning of the pegs behind the drain  
    pipe

Fig. 6.2.10a Inclined gravel bed with alternative material

6.3 SETTING OF FIRST LAYER OF SHAPE ELEMENTS
First layer of the shape elements is set onto prepared gravel bed. This stage is most demanding regarding the time.
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Fig. 6.3.1a Positioning of first row of basic module (face element with join rod)

Preparation of the gravel bed and laying of first layer of the shape elements take ca 15% to 25% from total wall con-
struction time. Proper setting of the first layer is very important for proper construction of whole wall.
The construction usually starts at the wall lowest point. The procedures described below apply both for flat, and for 
sloped gravel bed. 

6.3.1 Positioning of first layer of basic module
Face elements from the STAVOBLOCK system are used both for modular walls (with single or multiply anchoring), and 
for reinforced walls with single anchoring. Procedure for laying of the first layer is as follows:
 • Precise horizontal position is ensured by tracing picket and cord
 • In walls, at which the first layer is set to the lean concrete layer, the correct position (see par. 6.2.9, par.  
    6.2.10 and fig. 6.2.10) of the face elements may be marked with chalk
 • Each face element is set to correct horizontal position and height-adjusted in relation to the adjacent ele- 
    ments, the anchoring join rods are inserted to dovetail grooves. Minor adjustments downward are carried  
    out by rubber hammer, upward by adding the drainage material.

6.3.2 Laying of second and other rows of anchoring elements 
Anchoring beams and elements of the STAVOBLOCK systems are used to achieve needed width of te gravitation sup-
porting wall. Procedure for laying of the first layer is as follows:
 • When the first row of the face elements with join rods is laid, then the anchoring elements (join rods) of  
    the second and other row are laid by simple insertion of the join rod dovetail key into dovetail groove of  
    previous element
 • At curved walls with large radius, one arm at the anchoring elements (join rods) is cut to maintain the do- 
    vetail groove
 • Each element is located into correct horizontal position and height-adjusted in relation to the adjacent ele- 
    ments - both laterally, and in forward-backward direction. Minor adjustments of the elements downward  
    are carried out by rubber hammer, upward by adding the drainage material.
 • At walls with inclined gravel bed it is necessary to check the inclination angle of the masonry first layer by  
    the angle spirit level - see fig. 6.3.2b

6.3.2 Laying of second and other rows of anchoring elements 
Anchoring beams and elements of the STAVOBLOCK systems are used to achieve needed width of te gravitation retai-
ning wall. Procedure for laying of the first layer is as follows:
 • When the first row of the face elements with join rods is laid, then the anchoring elements (join rods) of  
    the second and other row are laid by simple insertion of the join rod dovetail key into dovetail groove of  
    previous element
 • At curved walls with large radius, one arm at the anchoring elements (join rods) is cut to maintain the do- 
    vetail groove
 • Each element is located into correct horizontal position and height-adjusted in relation to the adjacent ele- 
    ments - both laterally, and in forward-backward direction. Minor adjustments of the elements downward  
    are carried out by rubber hammer, upward by adding the drainage material.
 • At walls with inclined gravel bed it is necessary to check the inclination angle of the masonry first layer by  
    the angle spirit level - see fig. 6.3.2b



Fig. 6.3.2a: Adjusting of second and other rows of anchoring elements

Fig. 6.3.2b: Checking of inclination angle of masonry first layer

6.3.3 Filling of first layer
Standard procedure for filling of shape elements and requirements to backfill material are given in par. 4.4. During 
backfilling it is recommended to increase the backfill material by ca 40 mm to 50 mm above the shape element upper 
face. This material both serves for adding of material during compacting, and covers and protects the shape elements 
during compacting. Simultaneously with filling of the STAVOBLOCK shape elements with backfill material, the soil is 
positioned behind the wall back face acc. to following rules:
 • At the reinforced walls and modular walls with single anchoring the drainage material fills the space within  
    of 200 mm behind the wall back side. This is a measure to improve the drainage.
 • Backfilling of the reinforced soil or riprap is performed by increase by 50 mm. The soil must feature suitab- 
    le humidity. Backfill is performed just behind the back side of drainage material; it s recommended to pro- 
    tect the drainage material with the geo-textile filter against clogging with fine particles from riprap. Space-  
    in front of the face element face surface below the terrain level is filled by riprap.
 • Filling of blanket and stack drainage at reinforced wall, see Annex D

6.3.4 Compacting of first layer
Compacting of the backfill material is performed by running the vibration plate over the shape element surface - two 
times. To prevent damage of the shape elements the vibration plate shall not impact directly the shape elements. 
During whole compacting, the shape element surface shall be protected by layer of backfill material of minimum 
thickness 30 mm. At the same time, the residual soil behind the wall is compacted acc. to following recommendati-
ons:
 • Compacting of the drainage material behind the STAVOBLOCK shape elements (at modular walls with single  
    anchoring of at reinforced walls) is performed by two-times running the vibration plate over the compacted  
    surface. Compacting of the blanket drainage see Annex D
 • Compacting of reinforced soil and riprap is performed by relevant compacting methods and equipments  
    - see par. 4.4. The soil with controlled humidity is compacted to required compacting grade specified by  
    the design project. When the grade is not specified in the design project, then requirements of par. 4.4. and  
    table 4.4a apply.



Fig. 6.3.4a: Compacting of backfill of the shape elements by means of vibration plate

6.3.5 Height adjustments in laying of first layer of shape elements 
In certain cases of the retaining walls the terrain along the wall - and also wall height - lowers. Bed joint between the 
gravel bed and establishing shape elements are in this case adjusted in steps according to the terrain. Even the gravel 
be must be adjusted in steps. Height of individual step mostly equals to height of the shape element. With heavy 
slopes or at walls around the terrain staircases, the step height may equal to the height of two shape elements. Pro-
cedure for laying of the first layer of shape elements is the same as for laying of the first layer of shape elements with 
flat setting with following exceptions:
 • Slope of the drain pipe will usually follow the terrain slope. At point of the drain pipe it is necessary to adj- 
    ust the stepped bottom to the sloped bottom
 • In inclined walls it is necessary to take into account that base shape elements of the higher step cannot be  
    set in the same ground-plan line as the base shape elements of the lower step, but they shall be offset. This  
    fact must be taken into account during realisation of the main dugout for the wall, resp. - acc. to the terrain  
    slope - in dugouts for gravel bed, which are usually done simultaneously before the wall construction is  
    started
 • The wall construction usually starts at the wall lowest point.
 • It is recommended to lay the first layer of the shape elements only in such length of the wall, which is at  
    the same level. After completion of this layer, i.e. after it is backfilled and compacted, proceed with laying  
    of the layer of the next step. The base layer of this level continually became the second layer in area of dee- 
    per wall. If the base layers are laid in various height levels, then the horizontal and vertical inaccuracies may  
    occur.

Fig. 6.3.5a: View to wall with height adjustments in laying

6.4 LAYING OF RETAINING WALL
Laying of other layers of the STAVOBLOCK shape elements should continue up to planned head of the wall acc. to 
below specified rules. This part of the construction covers mostly repeated the actions, which leads to more effective 



construction and time savings.
 
6.4.1 Cleaning of STAVOBLOCK shape element upper surface 
Upper surface of the STAVOBLOCK blocks shall be cleaned and prepared for laying of next layer. Residual backfill 
material on the shape elements after compacting of previous layer must be remove e.g. by flat spade, then the shape 
elements shall be wiped by broom - see fig. 6.4.1.
Other recommendations are as follows:
 • For easier positioning of the anchoring join rods it is recommended to align the backfill material between  
    the anchoring join rods previous layer of masonry to the spade width and to height of concrete elements
 • Anchoring join rods of the lower layer need not to be cleaned, as they do not support other join rods
 • Redundant backfill material may be accumulated above the anchoring join rods of previous layer, i.e. at  
    points between anchoring join rods of following layer 
 • At modular walls with multiply anchoring it is necessary to clean and prepare all rows of join rods
 • Cleaning shall be carried out properly, as small grains of sand and gravel, which eventually remain on the  
    shape element surface, onto which shape elements of next layer will be fitted, can cause masonry inaccura- 
    cies

6.4.2 Laying of next layer of STAVOBLOCK shape elements
Each additional layer of masonry from the STAVOBLOCK shape elements should be laid to running bond as described 
in chapter 5.3.1 and shown in fig. 3.2.1a-d. (Each second and additional layer in PONY shape elements.)
In flat walls, the anchoring join rods are geared in series into the elements of lower row.
Following recommendations should be followed during construction of other wall layers:
 • Select the face elements from different pallets. This will ensure uniform alternation of eventual minor diffe- 
    rences in colour tone
 • Inspect in each layer, whether the shape elements are adjusted both horizontally, and in height
 • Occasionally adjusting backing shall be used under the shape elements. Bituminous shingles or preferably  
    backfill by fine (cut-out) sand may be used as backing. Max. backing thickness is 3 mm.
 • Adjacent face elements are positioned closely
 • Butt joints need not to be aligned from top to bottom in line, but they may deviate
 • Embedding of cut face elements shall be minimized as much as possible. The elements should be laid as  
    close to the ends of walls or wall corners as possible and hey shall enable fitting of anchoring join rod.

Fig. 6.4.1a: Preparation of the shape element 
upper face for next row of masonry

Fig. 6.4.2a: Laying of next layer of 
STAVOBLOCK shape elements



6.4.3 Filling of retaining wall in individual layers
The wall should be filled and compacted in layers, which equal the height element; exception is modular wall with 
single anchoring, which may be filled to height of max. two shape elements. Each layer of the wall may be filled with 
two to four different materials.

- Backfill material - should be used acc. to the STAVOBLOCK standard procedures - see fig. 5.3.2a. The backfill mate-
rial fills the space of the shape elements and further it is filled to ca 40 - 50 mm above the shape elements.
The reason is decrease of material during compacting and protecting of the shape elements against direct running of 
vibration plate. At modular wall with multiply anchoring, the backfill material fills all join rods.
- Reinforced soil - is used only at reinforced walls. The soil is positioned directly behind the backfill material and is 
in direct contact with reinforcing geogrid. It is recommended to use a geo-textile filter between reinforced soil and 
backfill material; the filter penetrates the material, but catches fine particles of the loam or clay type. Such measure 
protects the backfill material against clogging by fine particles and against impairment of its drainage capabilities. 
For sake of optimum compacting it is necessary to position the soil, which features suitably treated humidity. At each 
layer the material is filled ca by 50 mm above upper face of the layer.
- Drainage backfill - is used at reinforced walls to eventual stack drainage, which is located behind the reinforced soil. 
Details see Annex D.
- Riprap - at modular walls it is positioned directly behind the backfill material or drainage backfill. It is recommended 
to use the geo-textile filter between the riprap and backfill material to catch fine particles. At reinforced walls, it is to 
be positioned behind the reinforced soil or drainage backfill. The riprap fills the space between the back face of the 
wall and dugout. For sake of optimum compacting it is necessary to position the soil, which features suitably treated 
humidity. At each layer the material is filled ca by 50 mm above upper level of the shape elements.

6.4.4 Backfill compacting in individual layers
The backfill compacting is performed in individual layers. Only at the modular wall with single anchoring it is possible 
to perform compacting after two layers.
At strip of width 0.8 m behind the last shape elements it is possible to use only such compacting device, which is 
operated by walking worker, e.g. vibrating plate. At such places the compacting roll shall not be used. Compacting 
is performed in strips parallel to the wall face - see fig. 6.4.4a. At reinforced walls, the reinforced soil and riprap are 
filled ca to the same height as the backfill of the shape elements. This recommendation applies due to easier com-
pacting of all types of the soils.
Various types of backfill are compacted as follows:

- Backfill material - is compacted by two-times running of the vibration plate over the shape element surface. The 
plate shall not run directly on the shape elements, but there must be min. 30 mm of backfill material between the 
plate and shape elements. 
- Reinforced soil - various types of vibration rolls may be used for compacting or rolling of the reinforced soil - see 
fig. 6.4.4b. We should adhere to the rule that heavy compacting rolls can be used at distance exceeding 2 m from 
the wall face. Within distance of 2 m from the wall face it is possible to use only light compacting rolls of weight up 
to 1300 kg, or vibrating plate or vibration ram. The compacting methods and equipments are selected acc. to type of 
the soil and should be specified in the design project, as well as the required compacting grade. 
- Drainage backfill - procedure for compacting of the drainage backfill for stack drainage is given in Annex D.
- Riprap - compacting method and equipment depend on type of the soil. It should be specified in the design project, 
together with the required compacting grade. Various types of vibrating rolls can be used for compacting or rolling - 
see fig. 6.4.4b. Methods and equipment for compacting of the riprap ar the same both for modular nd for reinforced 
walls.

6.4.5 Termination of masonry individual layers
During wall construction it is recommended to terminate and inspect the performed works after each layer of mason-
ry, max. after two layers. Such inspection of quality minimizes effects of eventual errors to total work and saves time 
and money caused by eventual repairs. Particularly following items are to be checked:
 • Horizontal levelling of the wall, verticality, resp. inclination of the wall, eventual offset of shape elements,  
    level adjustment of the layer, alignment between designed and actual height level of the layer.
 • Quality of compacting of reinforced soil and backfill by verification tests at each other layer of the masonry,  
    max. after 0.6 m of the all height
 • Curve radius at curved walls and ground-plan angle at wall corners



Fig. 6.4.4a: Compacting a strip of 0.8 m behind the 
shape elements

6.5 LAYING OF REINFORCEMENT FROM JOIN RODS AND GEOGRID
The reinforcing join rods or geogrid should be laid acc. to static project / design. The design should specify the ground 
plan range, height and length positioning of used reinforcement. Before laying of the geogrid the surface must be 
properly compacted and cleaned.

6.5.1 Geogrid positioning procedure
The geogrid should be laid to the STAVOBLOCK shape elements and its reel should be unwind backward, i.e. perpendi-
cularly to the wall face. Recommendations for laying of geogrids are as follows:
 • Verify proper type and strength of used geogrid acc. to the design project
 • Train staff on se of the geogrid and instruct them on main load-carrying direction of the geogrid
 • Cut the geogrid acc. to anchoring length specified in the design project, consider eventual wall curving
 • Connection of the geogrids i cross direction is not allowed
 • Follow instructions of the geogrid manufacturer
Reinforcement by the geogrids should be continuous, whole-area, areas without reinforcement are not allowed. The 
geogrids should ensure 100 % covering. Joining of the geogrids in longitudinal direction (due to limited reel length) is 
performed as follows:
 • Adjacent geogrids are put to close contact without any overlap
 • At convex walls and outer corners the geogrid overlapping cannot be prevented. In this case it is not po- 
    ssible to locate the overlapping geogrids to the same joint in the walls, but it is necessary to locate them  
    to the next wall joint. The geogrid must be cut acc to the line or curve, which connects outer contacting  
    corners of individual face elements.

6.5.2 Positioning and filling of next masonry layer
Next masonry layer from the STAVOBLOCK shape elements is laid to the geogrid. Laying of shape elements should 
comply to conditions given in par. 6.4.2 to 6.4.4. Filling of the shape elements is performed normally acc. to the STA-
VOBLOCK system and is described in detail in section 5.3.2. At compacting of the backfill the shape element surface 
must be protected by layer of backfill material at min. thickness 30 mm.

6.5.3 Stretching of geogrids
Before laying of the reinforced soil and also during its positioning the geogrid must be stretched to prevent its installa-
tion in wrinkled or waved conditions. Stretching of the geogrid is performed either manually (e.g. by rakes) or prefe-
rably by hammered pin. The geogrid need not to be stretched by high force. It is only required to prevent its installati-
on in waved condition. It is crucial to stretch all geogrids by the same force both along the wall length, ad its height.

6.5.4 Positioning and compacting of soil above geogrids
When the geogrid is stretched, then the soil named „reinforced soil“ shall be laid. The positioning is performed for
layer equal to the shape element height. The sol is positioned to the geogrid, just behind the backfill material back-
ward to the wall. To protect the backfill material against clogging with the fine particles of loam or clay type from

 • After completion of the second layer the space behind the wall is filled with backfill or with clay seal and  
    compacted

  Fig. 6.4.4b: Compacting by vibrating rolls



the reinforced soil, it is recommended to separate these two types of the soil by geo-textile filter, which penetrates 
the water, but catches the fine particles. The stack drainage with drainage backfill is used in special cases only. The 
riprap is positioned between the back face of the reinforced soil or back face of the drainage backfill and dugout.
After backfill these materials shall be compacted. Compacting methods and equipments suitable for the backfill ma-
terial are the same as for the modular walls or walls reinforced by means of the join rods. Compacting of the reinfor-
ced soil can be performed by vibrating rolls with following limitations:
 • The exposed geogrid can be run over only by rubber tyres
 • Caterpillar vehicles may run over the geogrid only if it is covered by the soil of min. thickness 150 mm
 • Compacting machines should run during compacting only with low speed
 • Abrupt braking or turning of the compacting machine is not recommended
 • Compacting is performed in strips parallel to the wall face
 • After compacting of the reinforced soil it is possible to remove the stretching pins and use them in next  
    layer. However the stretching pins may be left in the soil.
 • When the layer compacting is completed, then the compacting test should be performed.

6.6 COMPLETION OF RETAINING WALL
Completion of the wall represents realisation of several final details, which are to lead to increase of its durability and 
improve its aesthetic appearance.

6.6.1 Termination of retaining wall
At end of each wall it is necessary to perform end termination. Such termination may be curved termination or 
stepped termination. Both variants maybe performed at any point along the wall length. Usually it is performed at 
height of one to three layers. The wall end termination should be specified in the design project.

Curved termination - The masonry is bent by curve back behind the wall into the slope and then it is terminated.
It is very nice and effective termination, see fig. 6.6.1a, which covers side surfaces of face elements and limits the 
areas for eventual revegetation.
Stepped termination - The masonry is simply terminated in single or multiply rows and thus steps are created - see 
fig. 6.6.1b. Such finish is particularly suitable, when there is not sufficient space behind the wall, or when the rain age 
trench to catch the surface water is necessary (see par. 6.5.3). The stepped termination does not feature such requi-
rements to the material consumption and to work demands as compared to the curved termination. The highlight 
the aesthetic function it is possible to use fence roofs for covering of the individual steps instead of typical covering 
elements.

6.6.2 Covering of retaining wall
When the wall is built up to designed edge, it shall be terminated. The wall may be terminated by means of the 
covering elements. Surface of last face elements must be cleaned acc. to standard procedure described in par. 6.4.1. 
Choice and position of the covering elements may create different architectonic appearance of the wall. The covering 
elements may be located onto the face elements in shear (one covering element per each face element) or to running 
bond (offset of half length of the shape element), as in lower rows. The covering elements may be set in cross directi-
on:
With offset - standard offset is 15 mm. This type of covering is selected in case the whole wall in each layer is offset 
by 15 mm
 - Minimizes perception of covering elements

Fig. 6.6.1a: Curved termination of retaining wall               Fig. 6.6.1b: Stepped termination of retaining wall



 - Perceived covering elements match their geometric pattern
Aligned with the face shape elements below
 - Covering shape elements are perceived as the boundary element
With offset
 - Standard offset is 15 mm
 - It features strong boundary effect
 - Offset puts shade to the lower shape elements
 - It enables covering of minor inaccuracies at the wall plane
The covering element features flat surface, as it is suitable also as the thread board of terrain staircases.

In some cases the covering elements require adjustment. Preferably they can be adjusted by means of high-speed 
saw with diamond wheels, resp. by boaster. To prevent vandalism it is recommended to bond the covering elements 
to the face elements by anti-freeze glue. Before gluing the covering and face elements must be clean and dry. The 
glue is applied in two continuous beads parallel to the wall, before and after the holes for connecting pins. The cove-
ring elements are laid onto face elements and pressed to distribute the glue to width. Maximum three elements shall 
be glued simultaneously. Then it is necessary to follow the glue setting time, usually 24 hours.

6.6.3 Drainage trench
The drainage trench is made just behind the wall head and its purpose is prevention of overflowing of the surface wa-
ter over the wall head and penetration of the surface wall into the wall. The overflowing water results in contamina-
tion of the wall. The drainage trench is made within laying of the soil last layer. The trench removes the water to the 
wall ends or into gully. The water drainage system shall be specified in the design project. The drainage trench can be 
made from various materials – see fig. 6.6.3a. Usually it is bitumen or impermeable concrete. However it can be also 
layer of low-permeable soil (such as clay), which must be separated from the wall drainage system by geogrid (it does 
not penetrate water and fine particles), resp. by geo-textile filter (it penetrates the water, but does not penetrate the 
fine particles).

6.6.4 Final terrain works
The terrain works in front and behind the wall should be specified in the design cross sections. The terrain works 
n front of the wall are made by filling of the dugout for the gravel bed. The backfill is made by arable soil in case of 
required revegetation, or by dug, preferably less-permeable soil in all other cases, such as pavements, ways etc. The 
terrain works behind the wall is made in consideration that suitable soil should be used in last 200 mm. The landsca-
ping works in the space above the wall should consider that the last layer enabling grow of the vegetation should be 
arable soil or greensward of thickness 100 mm. Below this layer there should be a sealing layer, such as clay seal of 
thickness 100 to 200 mm, which limits penetration of the water into the wall. Below the clay sea layer there is yet 
geo-textile filter, wall backfill material and shape elements.

Fig. 6.6.2a Covering of retaining wall Fig. 6.6.3a Drainage trench
6.6.5 Terrace retaining walls
When there are two wall located in the slope, prevention of their mutual influence is conditioned by the fact that 
the upper wall must be ground-plan offset from the lower wall by distance equal to min. doubled height of the lower 
wall. Walls, which do not comply with this condition, mutually influence and should be verified by the static calculati-
on.

6.6.6 Landscaping works
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6.6.6 Landscaping works
Within realisation of the terrain works, the arable soil, bog muck and other suitable soil is laid to the places, where 
planting of vegetation is planned (plants, bushes, trees etc.). The vegetation provides protection to the terrain above 
the wall against erosion or scouring of the soil during heavy rains.

6.6.7 Protection against scouring
Particularly dangerous period for the soil scouring is period just after construction of the wall, until the terrain above 
the wall is revegetated. During this period it is necessary to protect the terrain against scouring by mats or grids. 
Scoured fine particles of the soil can endanger the wall both from aesthetical, and constructional view.

6.7 FITTING THE COLUMN TO RETAINING WALLS

7. HORIZONTALLY ANGLED AND CURVED RETAINING WALLS

In certain situations it is necessary to horizontally curve the wall, resp. to make a right angle. Following section spe-
cifies informative overview on possible realisations of these structures. Proper understanding of these details can be 
achieved with help of description of the system elements - see section 2.

7.1 CURVED RETAINING WALLS AND CURVES
Curved retaining walls may be concave (or dished or inner) or convex (or bowed or outer). Designing of the curved 
walls represents more complex task within the whole system.
Laying of curved wall requires wider gravel bed than laying of the flat wall. A pin is driven to the circle centre and a 
circle is marked on the gravel bed by means of a cord; first layer of the shape elements (face blocks with join rods) is 
positioned to the circle.

7.1.1 Concave retaining walls
Radius of the concave wall is determined by rotation angle of two face elements to each other. It is recommended to 
chose the angle max. 20° - see fig. 7.1.1a. 
Fig. 7.1.1b shows circle segment with marked minimum radius, which is approximately 1.0 m. When the individual 
face elements will be rotated by 15 °, then a right-angle is created.
Fig. 7.1.1c shows part of the wall with two join rods of higher curve radius. Regarding fan-shaped opening of the

Fig. 6.7. Fitting the column to retaining walls
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Fig. 7.1.1a Rotation of face elements:         Fig. 7.1.2a Rotation angle of adjacent elements

join rods, at concave walls the anchoring elements of particular layer usually do not rest on the anchoring elements 
of previous layer as at the flat wall, but they rest on compacted backfill of the wall.

Fig. 7.1.1b Minimum radius of concave retaining wall     Fig. 7.1.1c Example of concave retaining wall of larger   
                          radius

Fig. 7.1.2b shows circle segment with marked minimum radius, which is approximately 0.8 m. Such curve is usually 
designed in such manner that first anchoring uses the long coupler at each other bond instead of the anchoring join 
rod. At convex walls some anchoring join rods must be omitted, and they must be replaced by the long coupler, or 
the anchoring join rods must be cut. The lower the wall radius, the more anchoring join rods shall be replaced or cut. 
Cut is made preferably by saw with diamond wheel.
Second layer in the ground-plan is moved by one position to the right, thus a join rod will be above the long coupler 
and the long coupler will be above the join rod. Procedure for other layers is the same.

Fig. 7.1.2c shows connection of perpendicular wall by means of the convex curve. Individual elements are mutually 
rotated by 15°. The figure shows that anchoring join rods must be modified by cutting.
Fig. 7.1.2d shows part of the convex supporting wall of higher curve radius. The face elements are mutually rotated 
only by 6°. Anchoring join rods of the first anchoring closely contact and are shortened, and the second anchoring 
yet feature anchoring elements omitted a each other anchor. Radius of such designed wall is ca 4 m.

7.1.2 Convex retaining walls
Minimum radius of the convex retaining wall is determined by chamfer angle of side edges of the face element at its 
back part. This angle equals 30°. Subsequently the maximum angle of rotation of two adjacent face elements equals 
up to 60°. Fig. 7.1.2a shows rotation by 20°.

Fig. 7.1.2b Minimum radius of convex retaining wall                  Fig. 7.1.2c Perpendicular connection of retaining   
                              wall by means of convex curve



Fig. 7.1.2d Example of convex retaining wall of larger radius

7.2 RIGHT-ANGLED RETAINING WALLS
The STAVOBLOCK system can also construct the right-angled walls. During construction, it is necessary to adhere to 
following recommendations related both to the correct design, and also to aesthetic appearance of inner and outer 
corners.
 • At laying of the shape element first layer it is recommended to start at corner and proceed towards both  
    ends. Thus correct bonding of the corner can be ensured
 • Dugout for gravel bed and the ravel bed itself may be sometimes expanded towards the wall due to run- 
    ning of the main drain pipe and due to sufficient working space
 • Corner position should be properly locate and outlined by means o pins and cord in both directions. 
    At walls with the gravel bed with concrete upper face the corner position can be marked by chalk onto the  
    concrete surface. The corner perpendicular shape can be checked e.g. by triangle method 3-4-5
 • At all corner structures, the face corner elements should be positioned firstly. Then the adjacent face ele- 
    ments are laid in both directions and further the procedure described in par. 6.3 to 6.5 applies
 • When any corner elements is not fixed by the join rod, it must be glued by suitable anti-freeze glue for   
    concrete

7.2.1 Inner corners
The corner bond is crucial for realisation of inner corners. Fig. 7.2.1a shows example of the wall inner corner with 
single anchoring.

7.2.2 Outer corners
The outer corners are made to bond by means of corner shape element. Example bonding of the outer corner is
shown at fig. 7.2.2a. Each layer of the bond uses the corner block. I.e. the left-hand block in the first layer an right-
hand block in the second layer. At the same time the join rod in the corner block is adapted by cutting.



Fig. 7.2.1a Example of the wall inner corner with single anchoring
Fisrt layer                   Second layer

ANNEX A
DESIGN TABLES FOR THE STAVOBLOCK MODULAR WALLS

Design tables for modular walls should serve to preliminary design of the wall. The tables are compiled for soil inner 
friction angle behind the wall ȹ ≥ 27°, which can be generally considered for inner friction angle of loam-sand soil, 
which is most occurring soil.

The tables are divided to three groups acc. to the terrain additional loading:
 • Table of first group - applies for cases, when the terrain above 
    the wall is flat or slightly sloppy with max. terrain slope 1:12, i.e. max. ca 5°
 • Table of second group - applies for cases with additional loading above the wall of 12 kNm-2 at distance ca  
    1.2 m from the face wall
 • Table of third group - applies for cases, when the terrain above the wall is flat or slightly sloppy with max.  
    terrain slope 1:3, i.e. max. ca 18° 
First column is the tables is wall height above the terrain (terrain height difference). Select in the table the wall hei-
ght, which equals or exceeds the height of designed wall.
Then the third column gives total height of wall, incl. wall underground part.
Fourth to tens columns specify numbers of anchors in cross-section for given wall height. Head of table of 4th to 10th 
columns specify number of anchors and the columns below he head state numbers of the masonry layers, which 
should feature corresponding number of anchors. The layers are numbered from bottom to top, see figure. Basic 
height of the face block equals 200 mm. The numbers stated in parenthesis apply for the FLAT and PONY blocks.

Fig. 7.2.1a Example of the wall outer corner
Fisrt layer                   Second layer



These tables can be used, when the soil inner friction angle behind the wall ȹ ≥ 27° and volumetric weight of natura-
lly humid soil γ ≤19,5 kNm-3. The values are typical for clays with low plasticity, loam, and loam with addition of sand 
(identification CL, ML, SC, SM).

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS FLAT OR GENTLY SLOPING WITH SLOPE MAX. 1 : 12 (Fig.a)

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS FLAT WITH LOAD TO 12 kNm2 (Fig.b)

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS SLOPING WITH SLOPE MAX. 1:3 (Fig.c)

* table for FLAT and PONY

* table for FLAT and PONY



* table for FLAT and PONY

Fig.a       Fig.b

Fig.c       
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ANNEX B
DESIGN TABLES FOR STAVOBLOCK WALLS REINFORCED BY MEANS OF 
JOIN RODS
Design tables for walls reinforced by join rods should serve to preliminary design of the wall. The tables are compi-
led for soil inner friction angle behind the wall ȹ ≥ 27°, which can be generally considered for inner friction angle of 
loam-sand soil, which is most occurring soil.

The tables are divided to three groups acc. to the terrain additional loading:
 • Table of first group - applies for cases, when the terrain above the wall is flat or slightly sloppy with max.  
    terrain slope 1:12, i.e. max. ca 5°
 • Table of second group - applies for cases with additional loading above the wall of 12 kNm-2 at distance ca  
    1 m from the face wall
 • Table of third group - applies for cases, when the terrain above the wall is flat or slightly sloppy with max.  
    terrain slope 1:3, i.e. max. ca 18° 
First column is the tables is wall height above the terrain (terrain height difference). Select in the table the wall hei-
ght, which equals or exceeds the height of designed wall. Then the third column gives total height of wall, incl. wall 
underground part.
Fourth column specifies number of anchoring join rod layers, the fifth column specifies their basic length. Height level 
of anchoring join rod positioning equals to upper face of numbered layers of the shape elements. The height levels 
are given in sixth (last) column. Numbering starts from the wall bottom - see wall diagram. Basic height of the face 
block equals 200 mm. The numbers stated in parenthesis apply for the FLAT and PONY blocks.

INFORMATIVE DIMENSIONING TABLES FOR REINFORCED WALLS WITH FACE ELEMENTS

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS FLAT OR GENTLY SLOPING WITH SLOPE MAX. 1 : 12 (Fig.d)

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS FLAT WITH LOAD TO 12 kNm2 (Fig.e)



TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS SLOPING WITH SLOPE MAX. 1:3 (Fig.f)

Fig.d        Fig.e

Fig.f       

Note.: numbers in brackets are for FLAT and PONY.
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ANNEX C
DESIGN TABLES FOR STAVOBLOCK WALLS REINFORCED BY MEANS OF 
GEOGRIDS

Design tables for walls reinforced by geogrids should serve to preliminary design of the wall. The tables are compi-
led for soil inner friction angle behind the wall ȹ ≥ 27°, which can be generally considered for inner friction angle 
of loam-sand soil, which is most occurring soil. The tables are divided to three groups acc. to the terrain additional 
loading:
 • Table of first group - applies for cases, when the terrain above the wall is flat or slightly sloppy with max. 
    terrain slope 1:12, i.e. max. ca 5°
 • Table of second group - applies for cases with additional loading above the wall of 12 kNm-2 at distance ca  
    1 m from the face wall
 • Table of third group - applies for cases, when the terrain above the wall is flat or slightly sloppy with max.  
    terrain slope 1:3, i.e. max. ca 18° 
First column is the tables is wall height above the terrain (terrain height difference). Select in the table the wall hei-
ght, which equals or exceeds the height of designed wall. Then the third column gives total height of wall, incl. wall 
underground part. Fourth column specifies number of anchoring geogrid layers, the fifth column specifies their basic 
length. First reinforcing geogrid below the terrain is usually slightly longer than the other geogrids and its length is gi-
ven in the sixth column. Height level of anchoring geogrid positioning equals to upper face of numbered layers of the 
shape elements. The height levels are given in seventh (last) column. Numbering starts from the wall bottom - see 
wall diagram. Basic height of the face block equals 200 mm. 
The numbers stated in parenthesis apply for the FLAT and PONY blocks.

INFORMATIVE DIMENSIONING TABLES FOR REINFORCED WALLS WITH FACE ELEMENTS
These tables can be used, when the soil inner friction angle behind the wall ȹ ≥ 27° and volumetric weight of natura-
lly humid soil γ ≤19,5 kNm-3. The values are typical for clays with low plasticity, loam, and loam with addition of sand 
(identification CL, ML, SC, SM). We presume gravel-sand reinforced soil (soil between reinforcing join rods).

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS FLAT OR GENTLY SLOPING WITH SLOPE MAX. 1:12 (Fig.g)



TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS FLAT WITH LOAD TO 12 kNm2 (Fig.h)

TERRAIN ABOVE THE WALL IS SLOPING WITH SLOPE MAX. 1:3 (Fig.ch)

Note.: numbers in brackets are for FLAT and PONY.



Fig.g                     Fig.h

Fig.ch       

ANNEX D
AUXILIARY DRAIN SYSTEM OF REINFORCED WALLS STAVOBLOCK

The auxiliary drainage system of the STAVOBLOCK reinforced walls includes blanket and stack drainage.

The blanket drainage is usually made from the drainage material, which is located in horizontal direction below 
whole wall, i.e. at length of reinforcing join rods. Purpose of the blanket drainage is catching of ground water, which 
ascended up to the wall, and in addition removing of the water caught in the stack drain to the main drain pipe. The 
drainage material is usually protected by geo-textile filter against clogging with fine particles from adjacent soil.
The stack drainage is usually performed in vertical direction between reinforced ground body and adjacent soil. The 
stack drainage can be made from drainage material, which is wrapped by fabric and/or it can be made from prefabri-
cated drainage geo-composite. The stack drainage catches the water running from the soil behind the wall and
prevents its penetration into reinforced ground body. The stack drainage is made to height of 70 % of the total wall
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height. 
The blanket and stack drainages are schematically shown on following figure:

Fig. D.1 Blanket and stack drainage:      

Fig. D.3 Drainage from prefabricated geo-composite:     

Fig. D.2 Drainage from classic drainage material:      

Possible realisation of the stack and blanket drainage
The blanket and stack drainages can be made either from drainage material (e.g. gravel), which
is protected from both sides by geo-textile filter, or the can be made from prefabricated drainage composite consis-
ting from plastic core (e.g. webs of certain thickness) protected on both sides by geo-textile filter. The geo-composite 
plastic core is able to remove the water, the geo-textile filter prevents clogging of the drainage layer with fine partic-
les of the loam / clay type. Due to their non-guaranteed pressure load capacity, it is recommended to use the geo-
-composite drainages only to the stack drainages and to the height of 0.7 x H, where H is the wall height. Following 
figures show basic diagrams of both types.
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PRODUCER:
STAVOBLOCK SYSTEM, s.r.o., Lezník 133, 572 01 Polička
Tel. + 420 461 722 585, Fax. + 420 461 721 553, e-mail: info@stavoblock.cz, www.stavoblock.cz


